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Satan in a garment of light
The lying spirit and its instruments
The voice of God
BD 8644

received 14.10.1963

Why do people so easily fall prey to error? ....
Truth ....
It is indeed diﬃcult for you, My servants on earth, to assert yourselves
against misconceptions, for everything that comes from the adversary will
also be endorsed by him, and he will support those who are of service to
him in every way by spreading error and plunging people into ever greater
darkness. His worst action, however, rests in the fact that he makes them
believe that they are working for Me. And thus you will also understand
when it is said that he will appear in the garment of an angel of light, and
you will equally understand that truth and error are o en close together
.... that the same seemingly takes place and yet it is entirely the opposite,
concerning its content as well as its eﬀect. And you will raise the question as
to why I allow this to happen, since I, a er all, love My living creations and
would like to lead them into beatitude .... You will raise the objection that all
human beings strive for happiness and yet can be misled by the adversary
and the enemy of their souls. And again, there is only one answer to this,
namely, that every person need only establish heartfelt contact with Me
and sincerely appeal to Me to protect him from error .... en he would also
brightly and clearly recognise the error .... But what causes the adversary
to have such a large following .... why do people allow themselves to be
caught up in a misconception without opposing it? ey are indiﬀerent to
the truth, they don't deliberate enough on what their fellow human beings
tell them, they don't have the desire for the bright light of realisation to be
kindled in them .... And this is because their nature is not yet controlled
by love, because they are still too attached to the world and fail to live up
to My commandments of love for God and their neighbour, otherwise they
would be brightly enlightened and permeated by the desire for truth. ey
certainly acknowledge the fact that people are required to lead a spiritual
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life and therefore join this or that school of thought, they allow leaders
to push them into this or that direction of thought and do not suﬃciently
reﬂect on it themselves because they have not yet found a heartfelt bond
with Me which is the result of a life of love ....
e whole explanation only rests in the individual person's degree of love as
to whether and why the human being falls prey to error. Equally, however,
the person whose way of life is a life of love will just as surely know the
truth .... And I can only convey the pure truth to earth by way of actively
loving people, so that it is always possible to gain possession of the truth,
because this is guaranteed by the love within a person's heart. And this,
too, is known by My adversary, consequently he tries to distort the concept
of love .... He stops people from correctly realising what they should do
in order to gain My love .... He stops people from carrying out unselﬁsh
deeds of love and thereby also from attaining inner enlightenment. He will
always know how to nourish a person's selﬁsh love, and for that time the
latter will remain in spiritual darkness and think wrongly, for he will be
receptive to many currents of thought which originate from the adversary.
e human being, however, has free will .... If he seriously wants to know
the truth it will also imparted to him with certain .... However, if a person
only relies on that which is supplied to him by another fellow human being
without actually experiencing the burning desire to learn the pure truth
from his God and Creator himself, then he will neither recognise error
nor defend himself against it and My adversary will have succeeded in his
work of increasing the darkness; this will become particularly evident at
the end of an earthly period so as not to lose his followers who, however,
would recognise his true nature and renounce him if they knew the truth.
Everyone who reaches out with pleading hands in order to accept the truth
from Me will also be able to receive it in abundance, and the truth will
indeed make him very happy. Even so, I cannot prevent My adversary's
activi since he is entitled to ﬁght for his followers. And no matter how
apprehensible his methods are .... the human being need not succumb to
him because he always has strength at his disposal and because he need
only turn to Me Myself in order to be protected from his inﬂuence. And
truly, My Word is being conveyed to earth as a brightly shining light which
can also be recognised by all people as truth .... However, anyone who is
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still so entrenched in selﬁsh love will also be instilled by My adversary with
the belief that he lives on earth as an elevated spirit, and this misguided
point of view entails that the human being also keeps himself closed to
every emanation of light which originates from Me directly. And yet the
person believes to be of service to Me and is nevertheless not aware of My
will which requires him to hand himself over to Me completely in order
to then be permeated by Me with the light of truth, in order to enable Me
Myself to address him, Who undeniably needs servants on earth but only
those who have completely entered into My will and are therefore able to
work on earth on My behalf ....
Amen

BD 8337

received 24.11.1962

Examination of spiritual `receptions'....
I want to send My Word to all places, I want all people to be informed
of it and I will also lead all those to you to whom you shall impart My
Word. I will pour My spirit upon all ﬂesh and choose the right vessels
for Myself far and wide which I will be able to instruct mentally or even
through the inner Word because it is essential to inform people of My will
and their earthly task. And thus I work everywhere because the last days
before the end will require extraordinary help. And time and again I say
to you that I speak to you directly or indirectly through My messengers of
light who receive My Word from Me and pass it on to those of you who
allow the ﬂow of spirit to enter you. In the latter instance My Word, which
is given to these messengers of light by Me, will also be recognisable by the
s le of the Word .... Yet it will always be the pure truth from Me, because
the messengers of light merely comply with My will and will not pass on
anything other than truth to those of you who sincerely desire the truth.
Nevertheless, you should always check it and, at all times, bear in mind that
My adversary, too, wants to express himself in the last days and that he will
present himself as an angel of light .... you should always remember that I
have warned you about false Christ's and false prophets .... For they, too,
wreak havoc on earth and intend to confuse people. And you will always
be able to carry out this examination by appealing for My support and by
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taking My Word into consideration: that every spirit which professes that
Jesus Christ came in the ﬂesh can also be regarded to have been called by
Me .... But attention always has to be paid to the fact that this embodiment
in the ﬂesh has to be explained to you .... For in order to deceive you an
evil spirit can use the same words too, since it knows them well yet it will
be incapable of explaining them.
Similarly, immature spirits which are as yet unenlightened but bear no ill
intentions may also want to express themselves and thus pass on what
they remember from earthly life. ese should not to be acknowledged as
teachers .... And, again, the recipient's attitude is decisive as to whether
such immature beings will be able to express themselves or whether the
sincere will for truth will prevent them from carrying out their intentions.
In the same way as preachers exist on earth who only use what they know
as subject matter for their sermons without, however, being spiritually enlightened .... and yet they need not be bad .... so beings express themselves
in the beyond which had also once performed this ministry on earth and
then continued their instructions in the beyond. And as long as they pass
themselves oﬀ as otherworldly teachers they will be listened to or rejected
.... depending on the person they try to educate. But since these beings in
the beyond don't know that God and Jesus are one and only ever see the
`human being'in Jesus Who perfected Himself on earth .... but neither do
they know what this `perfection'implies .... they avail themselves of His
human name in order to make their instructions credible .... For they lack
the full realisation of this great sin otherwise they truly would not commit
it .... ey still intend to lead people into the `heavenly kingdom'just as they
planned to do on earth during their work as preachers. is is why their
reports from the spiritual kingdom will also give people the impression that
they are perfect spirits from higher spheres .... e spiritually awakened
person, however, can sense that I Am not and cannot be the source of
this spiritual knowledge, because My divini in Jesus is not clearly emphasised, but this shall always be made comprehensible through My Word
since Jesus Christ's act of Salvation will only be understood and acknowledged if you humans receive truthful clariﬁcation about it. You can never
be advised o en enough to constantly enter into heartfelt contact with Me
and to pray to Me in spirit and in truth, so that everything is excluded
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which is misguided or incomprehensible to you and does not beneﬁt your
soul but is more likely to cause it damage .... For My adversary, by using
shadows, eagerly tries to darken the light which shines brightly wherever
the will for truth prevails and where he himself is therefore unable to lead
people astray .... Yet whenever you are unsure, ask Me and I will always
grant you illumination and, time and again, give you the evidence of My
love which will lead all of you to the light so that you will be able to become
blissfully happy ....
Amen

BD 7044

received 16.02.1958

e adversary's activi in the garment of an angel of light ....
e inﬂuences of God's adversary will not escape your notice, you can all
become aware of it and therefore also respond to it according to your will.
You can resist this inﬂuence but also succumb to it, you are at liber to do
both, it just requires your activi of will to think about it and form your own
opinion. e fact that God's adversary will be particularly active during the
last days, that he will leave no stone unturned in order to control the human
being's soul can be noticed by all of you, for the abominable deeds being
carried out on earth in every area will not escape your notice, and they all
can be traced back to the adversary, who inﬂuences people and more o en
than not also achieves his goal. Far more people succumb to his inﬂuence
than those who resist him, who are able to see through him and turn away
from him. For he also knows how to disguise himself and thus also deceive
many people who don't want to belong to him, for he disguises himself
with the garment of an angel of light and thus carries out his fraudulent
dealings to which many fall prey. Nevertheless it is up to every individual
person himself to obtain illumination and not succumb to his intrigues.
However, where profound darkness is enshrouding people already they
will also remain in darkness, because they are comfortable there and don't
desire light. And this explains why God's adversary can especially continue
his work of confusion where people's thinking is already confused .... where
therefore the best foundations exist to spread ever greater misconceptions,
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because people make no eﬀort to clari
swallow even the biggest error as truth.

them and also unhesitatingly

During the time of the end the battle between light and darkness is indeed
waged particularly vehemently, but the darkness is already too profound,
people don't long to come out of it, they feel comfortable in darkness, and
the bearers of light will only rarely ﬁnd access to their areas. And because
the light does not penetrate by force, error cannot be forcibly expelled from
the world either .... Only people's resolve can achieve this, and this is failing
.... For as soon as just a tiny light ﬂares up in a dark area God's adversary
also ignites his deceptive lights, and they are seen and acknowledged, and
yet they only achieve blinding the eye completely so that the night around
people grows increasingly darker and the faint glow of God's love and light
can no longer be recognised. And as long as people do not wholeheartedly
yearn for light, for truth, for the ray of divine love, the adversary will be
able to work among people without being recognised, and his activi will
consist of distancing people ever more from the truth, of camouﬂaging his
structure of falsehood and of covering himself with a garment of an angel
of light .... For it is the time of the end in which he has great power but
which can be broken by every single person if he turns to God Himself and
hands himself over to Him .... if he appeals to Him for light and strength
and mercy. en he will truly have escaped the adversary's trap, and then
he will also receive light which will make him inconceivably happy ....
Amen

BD 6782

received 12.03.1957

True and false prophets ....
No matter what is done to displace the truth, it will nevertheless prevail,
even though misconceptions will claim countess victims. Yet anyone with
serious intentions will ﬁnd the truth, he will also clearly recognise misconception as such, and it will be of no further danger to him. e fact that
people generally fall prey to error is understandable, since error always
promises certain advantages to a person, be they of a spiritual or an earthly
nature .... And people are always interested in gaining advantages, they do
not love truth for the sake of truth, it always has to involve a beneﬁt for
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them, only then are they willing to accept it. Pure truth, however, presents
everything clearly and openly and can also result in a person's disadvantage
if the world, his earthly well-being, still means too much to him. For this
reason it o en meets with little approval, this is why the human being
rather accepts error than truth, since he always hopes to gain a certain
advantage, because error is more inclined to comply with his wishes.
And thus people don't want to know or hear about a destruction of earth,
of an end of all life and creations on earth .....
And what they are now oﬀered under the cover of truth, what is still giving
them a small ray of hope that the end is avoidable, will be accepted by
them and they rather support this than the pure truth which, a er all,
would make them feel committed to prepare themselves for a deﬁnite
end .... ere will always be prophets who proclaim the end on behalf of
God. ere will also be those who speak on behalf of his adversary who,
being false prophets, will try to invalidate those proclamations, who make
promises to people but do not draw their attention to the certain end and
instead try to make out that it can be avoided. And again, these prophets
will meet with greater approval because people don't want an end to come,
thus they rather accept teachings which promise them an advantage ....
Completely ignorant people will ﬁnd it diﬃcult to diﬀerentiate between
lies and truth. But a person who has already been initiated into spiritual
knowledge need only question, as a criterion of truth and fallacy, the
purpose of a doctrine .... what it aims to achieve .... If it wants to impart
more knowledge to a person, if it wants to achieve the improvement of his
character, if it helps him to detach himself from matter, then it is of divine
origin and has to be valued as truth. If, however, it intends to create a better
earthly living standard, which o en takes place under the guise of pie , the
teaching can be unhesitatingly rejected as misguided and having originated
from God's adversary.
But during the last days many false prophets will come forward on his
behalf, because neither the adversary nor his followers want to admit to
an end. And thus, even people who consider an end will be fooled by him
again. He will plunge them into confusion, he will argue the proclamations
of true prophets with proclamations of false prophets, since during the last
days the darkness will steadily intensi and anyone in possession of light
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should protect it from getting extinguished, which can be done if his love
for truth is strong, if he just holds on to God and His Word.
But anyone who is not content with the so light of God's love will search
for deceptive lights and won't take care of the small light which glows in
the darkness of night .... And then it can be easily extinguished by God's
adversary, and his deception was successful. He himself appeared as an
angel of light and found his victims: e world and the desire for it have
triumphed. People rather listen to what he has to say because it casts doubt
on an end of the earth, on the end of the old and the beginning of a new era,
thus it makes people believe that they are in control of it themselves. ey
recognise this advantage, and the mere fact that he makes people believe
that they can delay or avert the implementation of God's plan of Salvation
identiﬁes Satan's activi .... However, this activi is also part of the visible
indication of the end, and he will undertake many more attacks against the
truth, and he will get especially busy where he ﬁnds no resistance due to an
absolute desire for truth .... Because that is where the lie is not recognised,
and where he has an easy game. But he will not be able to deceive those
who work for God and on His behalf, for they are enlightened by His spirit
and will always be able to diﬀerentiate between truth and error ....
Amen

BD 6728

received 04.01.1957

A teacher's du : to examine teaching material ....
It is a great responsibili to oﬀer people spiritual information as long as it is
doubtful whether it corresponds to the truth. Hence anyone, who believes
that he is called to educate his fellow human beings, ﬁrst has to arrive at the
inner conviction that his teaching material is the pure truth. But he can only
gain this inner conviction if he forms his own opinion ﬁrst, if he seriously
examines his acquired knowledge .... And, again, these examinations have
to be conducted with My support, he must sincerely ask Me to enlighten
his spirit, to guide his thoughts correctly, to protect him from misguided
reasoning .... Only then will he be able to diﬀerentiate between truth and
error, and only then is he a true servant to Me, a true messenger of My
Word, who will now be able to work for the beneﬁt of people on earth.
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But anyone who unhesitatingly passes on spiritual knowledge which he
has equally unhesitatingly accepted, is not in the right position. He is no
messenger of My Word because he is not in My service but serves someone
else, and his activi on earth cannot be blessed, for he acts irresponsibly
towards his fellow human beings by leading them into error but asking
them to believe him.
Everyone will now raise the objection that he believes to be true what he is
teaching or spreading .... But it did not even occur to him that he, too, could
have been given the wrong information .... And that in itself is blatant
carelessness, it is a sin of omission, because he did not think about his
spiritual information seriously enough .... When someone wants to work
for Me then it is not unknown to him that I have an opponent .... It is
not unknown to him that light and darkness oppose each other .... us
he knows that the opponent's work intends to darken the light, he knows,
that he spreads error in order to refute the truth .... Consequently he has to
guard himself from being taken in by error and to request My protection
from My adversary's activi , from accepting misconceptions .... And if he
is serious, then I will draw his thoughts'attention to misguided knowledge
and he can be certain that his thinking will clari itself. For I will leave no
human being's thoughts in error who prays to Me for truth.
But anyone who refrains from the latter and yet believes to dwell in truth,
is mistaken .... en he has to come to terms with his wrong information
himself, but it is irresponsible to pass this information on, and therefore
such a person burdens himself with much guilt, even though his listeners,
too, have to do the same when they are instructed: to ﬁrst ask Me Myself
for truth and for enlightenment of thought in order to recognise it as truth
....
You humans examine every commodi for its value .... and thus you
should also examine spiritual information and not accept it thoughtlessly
and without hesitation. Something that does not correspond to truth will
only be detrimental to you, it will never beneﬁt your soul because it can
only reach its goal through truth. Anyone who wants to be a teacher to
his fellow human beings, ﬁrst has to acquaint himself with what he wants
to oﬀer them, and he may and should only pass it on when he is sure of
his teaching material, when he himself is convinced that it is the truth.
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And this conviction cannot be imparted to him academically, but he has to
acquire it himself .... He has to desire the pure truth and turn to the Eternal
Truth himself so that it can be bestowed on him .... Heartfelt contact with
Me needs to be established in advance, but then he can conﬁdently act as
My representative, for he will only ever teach the truth when he wants to
bring Me closer to his fellow human beings, and his work will be blessed
....
Amen

BD 5861

received 24.01.1954

False Christ's and false prophets ....
And I keep telling you: e signs and miracles from My adversary's as well
as from My servants'side on earth will increase, for many false Christ's and
prophets will arise on behalf of the prince of darkness in order to refute
the teachings of My rightful servants .... in order to cast doubt on their
miracles and prophesies and to plunge people into ever greater darkness ....
Yet the false prophets'miracles will only aim to increase earthly power and
wealth, they will not perform deeds of love. Works will develop which are
claimed to have been accomplished with supernatural strength, although
they can only be described as an accumulation of material goods, thus they
also betray the one who is lord over matter .... True miracles, however, are
works of compassion for suﬀering and frail humani .... True miracles are
obvious eﬀects of strength from above .... And true miracles can only be
performed by those who work as rightful messengers of My Word on earth,
who profess Me and My name before the world and try to awaken and
revive the belief in Me .... ose who proclaim to people in My name what
is about to happen to them are indeed true prophets. And I have chosen
them because they combine the proclamation of the Word with evidence
of the strength of faith in order to make people aware which strength and
which spirit works through My representatives .... For many false prophets
will arise in the end and try to confuse people by performing miracles ....
My adversary will use the same methods, and he will ﬁnd it easy to mislead
people because he does not announce a decline but only ever promises
earthly good living standards and earthly progress.
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And his miracles will consist of emphasising this earthly progress, since his
miracles will be humanly fascinating material developments and because
his prophesy will be of a future of aﬄuence, honour and earthly success,
a world of economic development and earthly perfection. Every such
prophesy receives attention, thereby diverting humani 's attention ever
further from what is genuine and true, which is proclaimed to them by My
representatives on earth .... that people are approaching the end, that no
amount of material possessions can save them from the downfall they will
indisputably approach if they do not believe My Words but rather believe
those who are inﬂuenced by the prince of darkness .... who indeed also
perform miracles with his strength .... who are powerful on earth because
they have subjected themselves to him, but whose works can always be
recognised .... For they do not express love, no help for needy fellow
human beings can be recognised therein, even though they also use My
Words, even though they hide behind My name in order to be accepted as
true prophets .... Where love does not prevail My spirit cannot be found,
and neither will there be miracles performed nor prophetic Words spoken,
but My adversary's activi will be clearly noticeable who, in the last days,
will try anything to disperse My small ﬂock and gain it for himself .... e
time of the end has come, therefore take notice of everything I tell you
so that you will learn to diﬀerentiate between genuine and false, between
light and works of deception, between truth and untruth .... so that you will
not fall into the hands of the one who wants to corrupt you ....
Amen

BD 4794

received 07.12.1949

Leaders'and teachers'way of life is decisive for truth ....
It is of utmost importance for you humans to be informed of the truth
and that you therefore join a school of thought which upholds the truth,
whose leaders and teachers are educated by God and thus enable the
working of the spirit within themselves. And by the way of life of those
who claim to be the representatives of the truth from God you will always
be able to recognise the degree of truth, and thus you will at all times
know how much value can be ascribed to their teachings. erefore you
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should ﬁrst pay attention to the attitude the leaders and teachers of a
school of thought have towards the divine commandments, towards the
commandment of love for God and their neighbour. Don't let their speeches
alone deceive you, whether they put into practise what they teach is the only
crucial factor and places people into the service of God. For a way of life
according to God's will makes the human being an aspirant for the spiritual
kingdom and therefore he will think correctly, for a person who fulﬁls
God's commandments recognises the truth and his power of judgment
is considerably enhanced through the enlightenment of his spirit, which
becomes eﬀective as a result of his loving activi . A person whose way
of life corresponds to God's will can always be believed, and if he then
endorses a speciﬁc school of thought he will also work for God and His
kingdom, because God will never let a person become guil of a lie if he
strives towards Him and wants to advocate the truth.
e human being's will always has priori , and accordingly God will take
care of him or He will turn away from him. e right will, however, is
full of humili and obedience towards God; hence he will never try to
stand out, that is, he will not want to achieve earthly advantages or honour
and fame, no reputation or high oﬃce, he will only quietly and modestly
serve God and for the sake of truth endorse the truth because he feels that
only truth leads to God and due to his love for his fellow human beings
he would like to lead them to God as well. e teachers themselves have
to be educated by God .... Yet only love will gain them this extraordinary
privilege, and therefore a person has to have love if his spiritual knowledge
is to be acknowledged as truth, as directly received knowledge from God.
Consequently, where you humans cannot detect love in a servant of God
you should also reject his spiritual information, for it is not from above, it
is Satan's work of deception who, under cover of pie , tries to spread error
and will always ﬁnd good ground where love is missing. Test it and appeal
to God for help to make the right judgment, yet do not accept without
scrutiny if you don't have the guarantee that the Word of God is imparted
to you directly from above. Test all things you are oﬀered, by appealing to
God, and keep what is good .... is is God's will so that His spirit shall
become active in you ....
Amen
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BD 8290

received 03.10.1962

False Christ's and prophets ....
When I lived on earth I warned you about false Christ's and false prophets,
for I knew how My adversary would work against Me and the truth from
Me .... And now My warning will always apply to you, too, so that you will
not fall prey to these false Christ's and prophets .... However, when false
Christ's and prophets are spoken of then genuine ones will also have to
exist, and therefore you humans cannot discard everything you are oﬀered
by Me when I reveal Myself through the words of true prophets because I
consider it necessary that pure truth should be conveyed to you. And you
cannot reject the said wrong spiritual information simultaneously with that
which is genuine, for I will reveal Myself through people who possess all
the requirements in order to be addressed by Me Myself until the end and
who then, as My true servants, will carry out their mission by distributing
the spiritual knowledge they received from Me Myself throughout the
world. How else should the truth be conveyed to earth since I Am unable
to audibly address humani from above due to their freedom of will? You
all have the right as well as the du to scrutinise what is presented to you as
truth, and you will also be capable of doing so if you appeal to Me Myself,
as the Eternal Truth, for support .... And by merely being of good will you
shall indeed also be able to distinguish the truth from error ....
Besides, I Myself indicated to you that you will receive information about
Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation .... And thus you can believe every
spirit who provides you with this information. People should therefore not
bypass Jesus Christ, they should learn to understand the act of Salvation
and know what forms the basis of this act of Salvation and the fact that
I embodied Myself in the man Jesus .... And since this knowledge is
extremely necessary are people to reach their goal, I will also provide them
with truthful explanations, which thus happens through the revelations
which I Myself convey to earth by way of suitable instruments who are
capable of receiving direct revelations .... But these revelations should
never be put on an equal footing with messages from the spiritual kingdom
which are psychically imparted to people ....
You must learn to diﬀerentiate between `God's working within the human
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being'through His spirit .... and a `working of spirits'.... messages, which
are conveyed to you humans and whose origin you cannot establish .... And
anyone who seriously looks into this will be told by his heart who speaks
to him .... But you must carry out a serious inspection before you form a
judgment .... For you cannot portray Me Myself as a liar since during My
life on earth I Myself have promised you the working of My spirit .... I
Myself assured you that `I will send you the comforter, the spirit of truth,
which will guide you into all truth ....'`Whoever has My commands and
obeys them, he is the one who will be loved by Me, and I will reveal Myself
to him ....'`You shall all be taught by God ....'`He that believeth in Me, as
the Scripture hath said, out of his belly shall ﬂow rivers of living water ....'
And if I consider it necessary that the truth shall be imparted to people
because they walk along in spiritual darkness then you will really not
be able to stop Me .... And I will enlighten you about all correlations,
about My eternal plan of Salvation and the beginning and ultimate goal
of everything in existence .... But I will also inform you about the many
misguided teachings brought into the world by My adversary in order to
keep people in spiritual darkness and which I will correct time and again
.... for I have said `Heaven and earth shall pass away: but My Word shall
not pass away ....'And My Word can only ever be understood to be the
pure truth .... However, since all spiritual knowledge coming forth from
Me will always be distorted by imperfect human beings again, which I do
not prevent due to their free will, I shall also take care that the truth will
always be conveyed to people again .... I Myself spoke the Words `My spirit
will guide you into all truth ....'But I had brought you the truth .... Would
the `guidance into truth'have been necessary had I not foreseen that the
truth would not remain pure?! .... And thus you can indeed give credence
to the direct revelations from above if they come forth from Me, which you,
in turn, can recognise by the fact that My human manifestation in Jesus
Christ is mentioned time and again .... And then you will also know My
Word ` ough your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow ....'
For this is why I sacriﬁced My life on the cross; this is why I took the
most bitter suﬀering and agonies upon Myself because I wanted to redeem
the guilt on your behalf, so that you will become free of it as soon as you
acknowledge My act of Salvation and appeal to Me for forgiveness of your
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guilt .... Yet My eternal plan of Salvation is not based on human intellectual
thought, on human logic, for I have inﬁnite means at My disposal in order
to accomplish the ﬁnal goal, the return of all once fallen beings to Me
.... I will never divert from My law of eternal order on which My plan
of Salvation is based .... And had My act of Salvation in Jesus not been
accomplished even a thousand lives on earth would not suﬃce in order
to redeem or atone for the guilt .... And this is why I Myself descended
to earth in order to deliver humani from My adversary's control .... And
anyone who does not lay claim to the blessings of the act of Salvation,
whose earthly life will not result in deliverance from profound spiritual
hardship .... anyone who does not accept the help oﬀered to him in the
spiritual kingdom either and allows himself to be led to Jesus Christ, will
have to repeat the process through all creation, in which case you humans
can rightfully speak of a re-incarnation on earth .... which will happen
again sooner or later a er an inﬁnitely long period of time when the soul
will once again have to pass its test of will as a human being on earth .... For
one thing is certain, that My righteousness also demands an atonement for
every oﬀence against Me but that I also know in which way this atonement
can be rendered if the guilt of sin is not consciously carried under the cross
....
Amen

BD 8077

received 11.01.1962

God's Spirit does not contradict Itself ....
You can safely advocate My Word as the pure truth and I will guide your
thoughts such that you will always recognise where My adversary pushes
forward, intending to confuse people's thinking. A er all, I gave you the
pure truth so that people shall gain access to it. And anyone who can receive
this truth from Me directly will also be qualiﬁed to work as a teacher and
will always be able to refute every objection posed to him by his fellow
human beings. It is My will that the truth shall penetrate, that there shall
be light, that the darkness shall be dispelled, that is, that people will learn
to think correctly. However, since this requires people's free will it is not
easy to counteract error. It is the human being's own responsibili as to
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whether he lives in truth or in error, since from My side he will truly be
given light which he only needs to accept if he seriously wants to achieve
maturi of soul .... And thus you shall receive the assertion that you need
never fear that My spirit will contradict itself. Whether or not it is My spirit
which expresses itself can easily be established by anyone who sincerely
wants the truth .... For he will also receive the abili to diﬀerentiate from
Me and he will feel himself addressed by Me. Nevertheless, he must accept
My Word with his heart and not only with his intellect. A biased person
attempting an examination is no longer able to form a correct opinion ....
for his intellect will prevail and drown out the emotions of his heart .... I,
however, Am only able to speak to a person through his heart. erefore,
open your hearts if you want Me to speak to you, be it directly or through
My servants'impartation .... Want to be addressed by Me and, truly, your
thinking will be enlightened, you will understand what was previously
incomprehensible to you, you will also be able to make clear judgments,
and you will be happy to hear your Father's voice Who wants to speak to
all His children who merely desire to hear Him ....
Amen

BD 7584

received 23.04.1960

Serious examination of spiritual knowledge with God's support ....
No person is denied the right to draw his own conclusions, but he should
also know that intellect alone is no guarantee for correct thinking, irrespective of how keenly developed it is. is, in particular, applies to the
assessment of spiritual knowledge for which no evidence can be produced.
Whether or not such knowledge is truth can be assessed by a person as soon
as he turns to God Himself for enlightened thinking .... otherwise he would
be unable to examine it or form a correct judgment. But every person also
has the right to reject what he cannot accept, providing he is of good will
and examines it without bias. He should not blindly believe, he should
think about what he is expected to believe, and he should pray for God's
support to do so, he should know that the spirit within instructs him. is
also demonstrates the right kind of desire for truth, and thus the truth will
be given to him and he will also be able to recognise it as truth. For much
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is given to people as truth which nevertheless frequently contradicts itself,
and then it is up to the person himself to ascertain the truth. But anyone
who believes that he can ﬁgure it out with his intellect alone can expect
to get even more entangled in error, because the intellect is inﬂuenced by
the adversary of truth, by the prince of darkness, who will do anything to
divert people from the truth and provide them with misconceptions.
However, the human being can protect himself by turning to God, by
appealing to Him for the recognition of truth. For this reason no one can
raise the objection that he is unable to form a correct judgment about truth
or error .... As soon as he makes contact with God, as soon as he appeals
to Him for enlightenment of spirit he will emotionally recognise whether
he should turn to or ignore the spiritual knowledge given to him .... And
he will always have the inner certain of judging correctly because he has
not formed his own judgment but God has enlightened his thoughts. But
the good will to recognise and to do what is right always has to be part of
it .... A rational person, however, will not scrutinise in himself what he is
inclined to accept or reject .... He only uses his intellect which, however,
takes a diﬀerent direction, it does not consult God Himself but deems itself
qualiﬁed for an examination. And it will frequently get it wrong because
God does not want to be excluded and because truth comes forth from Him
alone.
Yet neither should an examination be omitted because the person allegedly
does not feel qualiﬁed to make a correct judgment .... For one day he will
have to be answerable, and he will not be able to justi himself on account
of other people's judgment which he accepted without hesitation because
it was expected of him .... He should attain a living faith and that requires
deliberation of what he is taught. Only the living faith will be valued by
God, a dead faith, a conventional faith is, however, as good as no faith at all
....
And thus you humans will repeatedly have the opportuni to express
your opinion about this or that teaching, about the spiritual information
imparted to you, and you do well to turn to God Himself, for He, as the
Eternal Truth, will make the truth available to you, He will place it into
your heart, so that you will be able to form your own judgment, and that
this judgment will also correspond to the truth. You should not just trust in
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your strength alone, for as soon as God cannot take part due to your will,
due to your prayer, someone else will take part and he will make use of your
intellect .... en you will distance yourselves increasingly more from the
truth, because he will not rest until he has achieved his objective ....
Amen

BD 5182

received 01.08.1951

Divine Word ....
Psychic messages ....
Disguise ....
Mark ....
Anyone who wants to serve Me will be accepted by Me, and his work in
My vineyard will be allocated to him by Me, because I alone know what
kind of work each person is capable of doing. ey will be able to serve
Me consciously and unconsciously, that is, they will be able to know that
they have been chosen by Me for a task but they will also be able, impelled
by their heart, to do something which is considered vineyard work by Me
as well without knowing themselves that they are loyal co-workers for Me
in the redemption work of the last days before the end. However, they all
need to have heartfelt love for Me and their neighbour, otherwise the work
for Me and My kingdom cannot be carried out. And this heartfelt love ....
the fulﬁlment of My commandments of love, will also provide My servant
with the strength for his richly blessed work, because the work for Me
requires particular knowledge which can only be acquired through selﬂess
activi of love, and precisely this knowledge is the strength conveyed to the
person which he shall subsequently use according to My will. And thus you
will also understand that a certain amount of knowledge about the eternal
truth is a prerequisite for working in My vineyard, and this will also show
you the mark of My true servants on earth, for you humans will always be
able to obtain clariﬁcation from them concerning Me and My kingdom ....
ey must possess a certain amount of knowledge which makes them My
true representatives on earth. How and in what way they will have received
this knowledge always has to be checked, for only the origin determines
the value and credibili of this knowledge. For My true representatives on
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earth must have been educated by Me Myself, because only I can dispense
the truth and, as the primary Source of truth, also convey it to wherever I
require people to proclaim My Word and where the conditions are in place
for a loyal servant to enter into My service. It is and will remain a fact that
I speak to those people who listen for My voice within themselves, who
appeal to Me with faith and love to receive My spirit .... and that I will then
present to them everything which they ought to pass on to their fellow
human beings again, so that the truth shall be spread throughout the world
.... Yet faith and love must be present, otherwise I cannot speak to a person,
since only a devout person listens and only a loving heart is able to hear My
voice. us I establish a heartfelt connection with such a person through
the Word, which is the outpouring of Myself and thus testiﬁes to Me ....
is Word is thus spoken by Me Myself, that is, the spiritual emanations of
Myself shape themselves into comprehensible thoughts for you or sound
as audible Words within your heart. Yet I can also convey My Word
to you in the form of a transmission, if I want to delight the blissful
beings in the spiritual kingdom, to whom the conveyance of strength from
Me signiﬁes increased happiness. In that case you will receive My Word
through My messengers of light which, however, will not diminish the
Word in the slightest because it cannot be changed as long it originates
from the spiritual kingdom, i.e., has not yet been changed through human
will. However, it has to be noted that I Am talking about My Word, about
the transference of the pure truth, which proclaims My will and imparts to
people the knowledge about their relationship with Me and their earthly
task. Yet not all transmissions from the spiritual kingdom can be called
`My Word'because this is the purest truth which can only be transmitted
as My direct emanation by beings who are enlightened themselves. But
beings also exist which want to communicate themselves, although they
are not enlightened as yet or only possess a limited amount of knowledge
but nevertheless have the opportuni to make themselves understood by
people on earth, be it by way of thought transference or through a medium
of whose will and also physical functions they avail themselves in order
to speak to people. And these messages should not be confused with My
Word, they should not be described as My Word and therefore should not
be referred to as the working of My spirit in the human being. For My spirit
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can only be eﬀective under certain conditions; these messages, however,
can be heard by all people who are merely prepared to enter into contact
with the spiritual kingdom and listen to the beings'suggestions with more
or less good intentions. ese beings can also impart truth but there is
no guarantee that their comments are pure truth, because the degrees of
maturi of these beings diﬀer considerably and the human being, as such,
is unable to judge the level of maturi . Yet such comments can never be
described as divine revelations, they are far more likely to endanger divine
revelations if the human being does not possess a clear power of judgment
which enables him to distinguish and separate proclamations from the
spiritual kingdom. To receive My Word, directly or through messengers of
light, requires ﬁrst of all the will to hear Me, for I will not let My voice
sound in the human being's heart without his willingness to receive it,
because only this proves his belief in My working of the spirit within the
human being .... Furthermore, a loving way of life must have prepared the
heart to become a worthy vessel to receive My spirit .... And the human
being who receives My Word must work with it for Me and My kingdom.
For My Word is the epitome of knowledge concerning My will, it is the
impartation of realisation, it is profound wisdom, it is the formulated truth
which shall be conveyed to humani and cannot be conveyed by any other
means but by way of revelations which are received by a person on behalf
of all people who want to accept them.
us My Word is eﬀectively the evidence of My contact with people ....
And since through My Word people are oﬀered the truth, the light from
the heavens, it is understandable that the opposing lord will also ﬁnd ways
and means to darken this light, to falsi the truth and thus to prevent My
activi . He will not shy away from expressing himself in the same manner
where human will allows him to do so. Yet only where the human being's
will facilitates his intention will he be able to try it. O en the slightest
occasions will enable him to exert his inﬂuence .... if worldly thoughts
occupy a person, which will then always be temptations by which Satan will
try to push himself in. My kingdom is not of this world .... so anyone who
wants to communicate with Me, who wants to hear My voice, must be able
to completely detach himself from the earthly world, and what he wants
must only be spiritual knowledge. If, however, he is still earthly minded
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My adversary will instantly interfere, and he is entitled to do so because
the earthly world is his domain, yet you can always resist him yourselves by
banishing the world from your thoughts. Anyone who desires to hear Me
must have broken free from the world although he still lives in the midst of
the world. And thus I can only ever caution those of you who desire to hear
My Word from turning your sights to the world, because then you will be
unable to perceive My Word in all its puri , instead the prince of the world
will o en intervene because he will seize every opportuni to counteract
the truth and you will be providing him with this opportuni yourselves
if you are worldly minded; then you will hardly recognise him because
he will also avail himself of My Word in order to deceive you, because
he will disguise himself as an angel-spirit and use apparently noble words
and yet cause gradual confusion by spreading doubt into human hearts,
thus trying to prevent pure contact between a person and Me. is is why
not everyone is suitable to work as a teacher, for this requires absolute
truth and therefore a complete turning away from the world in order to
be able to receive the pure truth from Me. And therefore you humans will
also have to learn to diﬀerentiate between: My Word, the pure Gospel,
the clear realisation, hence a higher knowledge which corresponds to the
truth, and communications from the spiritual kingdom which may well
be good and true but may also be interspersed with messages from the
kingdom of darkness if the human being's own attitude towards the world
oﬀers the opportuni for it .... My Word guarantees purest truth, and
My Word can also be imparted to you through My will by messengers
of light and nonetheless remain My Word .... Yet psychic recipients who
receive messages from spiritual beings and thus, to a certain extent, are
their mouthpieces, should beware not to become exploited by lower forces
.... ey should not let themselves be deceived by lovely words, for this
is the mask of the one who is an enemy of truth and also the means of
gaining access to circles which genuinely look for Me yet have not entirely
abandoned the world in order to be safe from temptations from below
due to My constant presence. My Word is oﬀered to you humans plainly
and purely because I Myself choose servants for Myself whom I know are
suitable for the oﬃce of being a recipient and advocate of My Word and
whom I will therefore also protect as long as their will applies to Me alone
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and as long as they want to serve Me as an instrument. For you humans
shall never be able to complain that you are denied the pure truth .... I will
always convey My Word to earth and also make sure that it is circulated,
because people's salvation of soul depends on the fact that they will be
instructed in the truth ....
Amen

BD 5240

received 25.10.1951

Expression of the Divine Spirit ....
Satan as an angel of light ....
`I Am with you always, even unto the end of the world ....' ese Words
of Mine shall be your conﬁrmation that I will stay amongst you wherever
you allow Me to stay. Although I Am not visibly with you, My spirit is
nevertheless your constant companion, yet you yourselves open the door
for it or you keep it closed, but then you cannot say that I Am with you.
You all can certainly let Me be present if you want to draw Me to you with
your love, indeed, with a high degree of love you would even be able to
behold My image in you .... Yet how few desire Me and prepare an abode
for Me, how few shape their hearts such that they can receive Me therein.
Even so, I also come to meet those who feel no desire for Me .... I come
to meet them in the Word, because only the Word can awaken love in
them if they listen to it, think about it in their heart and act accordingly
.... is path to Me is not diﬃcult and yet it safely leads to the goal ....
of experiencing My presence so that every person would then be able
to say: e Lord is with me always .... Nevertheless it requires profound
faith to be convinced of My presence, and this faith can only be gained
through love again. Consequently, love always comes ﬁrst .... Without love
no contact whatsoever can be established with Me, without love everything
that intends to make My presence credible are lies or formalities.
You all should remember that no-one can become aware of Myself if he
is devoid of love, but that everyone who lives in love will have Me as a
constant companion .... However, My presence will always reveal itself in
some form or other .... through exceedingly strong faith, through a varie
of spiritual gi s, through missionary work and the appropriate aptitude,
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through hearing My voice in the conscious state, through all kinds of
helpfulness which require exceptional strength ....
en My spirit will
always and forever be at work, which is the obvious sign of My presence
and can therefore not be denied by people who are unselﬁshly and lovingly
active. You humans should pay particular attention as to whether and how
the love for Me and fellow human beings shows itself, then you will be
able to test the origin of every such spiritual expression. But the right kind
of love also guarantees the human being My protection against impure
spiritual forces, which will indeed always encroach on you humans but due
to your nature, your will for truth and your urge to love will always be
deterred, because they eﬀectively sense My presence and retreat.
However, occasionally they will ﬁnd access if the person himself does not
exercise strict discipline, that is, if he, with only the slightest unkindness,
entitles them to do so .... For unkindness embodies the one who lacks
all love but who also has power where it is granted to him. And that is
why only love is the guarantee for My presence, and you are all entitled
to examine this love if you want to convince yourselves of the truth of
what is upheld to people as the working of the spirit. I truly only face you
with beneﬁcial gi s, I will not oﬀer you anything which might oﬀend your
heart. I Am a God of love and loyal Father of My children, and if I speak
to you, you will also be able to recognise the Father's voice, and you need
not be afraid that you will fall prey to deception if My Words aﬀect you in
a Fatherly way. But you must likewise come to meet Me like children, you
must approach Me full of love .... otherwise you will not be able to hear
Me or you will fall prey to My adversary, who wants to win you over with
misleading words, who deceives you, at times even as an angel of light if
he can thereby accomplish success. Love is and always will remain decisive,
and My adversary will never be able to draw near to a loving human being
because I will stand between him and the adversary since I Am love Myself.
A good and kind-hearted person can therefore never be deceived by My
adversary, yet he can always approach those whose nature lacks love, whose
selﬁsh love is still too great, who want to be important in the world and try
to make an impression, who lack true humili . I know the human hearts
and keep away from those who are devoid of love, yet I will give pleasure
to My children with My presence .... And they can always rest assured that
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their love will invite Me, that they then can entrust themselves to Me, that I
will take abode in them and remain with them because love strives towards
love and inseparably unites ....
Amen

BD 5427

received 03.07.1952

Satan's disguise where light is conveyed to Earth ....
Satan works with much cunning and trickery and disguises himself so that
he is diﬃcult to recognise, for he o en works in the same way as My chosen
people in order to undermine My working. His constant eﬀort consists of
rendering ineﬀective the glow of light which I give, to extinguish it or to
prevent My light from aﬀecting you humans .... For truth is a danger to
him to be recognised as My adversary, this is why he will o en make use
of the same means in order to then gain followers for himself who will no
longer pay attention to My so light. He only ever intends to undermine
My inﬂuence on people, he puts himself in the forefront and wants to be
acknowledged as being divine, because he believes himself to have won
his gamble if he can dethrone Me and occupy My place in people's hearts.
And he will also be very successful as soon as people deprive themselves
of their realisation by merely possessing one of My adversary's faults, as
soon as they are spiritually arrogant and therefore don't come to meet Me
with profound humili which then will also protect them from ungodly
inﬂuence. My adversary o en confuses people's thoughts, showering them
with praise and words of approval which dispel all humili , and anyone
who lays claim to such words will already have been defeated by him,
he will have fallen into his hands and become a welcome object for his
plan of endangering the pure truth, the light from above, by seemingly
working similarly which, however, does not originate from Me but will
be feigned by My adversary as such in order to confuse people and with
this working simultaneously also reject the working of My spirit, which
is the pure truth. us you will also understand My warnings about false
prophets .... For wherever true prophets exist there will also at all times be
false prophets who appear or become apparent, who always come forward
in similar ways and yet have not been sent by Me. And the certain sign of
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recognition for My adversary is the fact that he will always turn up where
a great spiritual action has been initiated, that is, where the world of light
clearly makes contact with the earth and where divine activi is undeniably
recognisable.
is is where the adversary will take up room, namely by entering the
circle of those who strive towards Me and eﬀectively laying claim to the
divine gi s of grace himself, in order to continue and slowly but surely
work against it until he has succeeded in repressing the truth and placing
his work in the forefront ....
e truth certainly asserts itself yet does
not compel acceptance where the will is only weak and therefore allows
itself to be captivated again. Free will, which is respected by Me, makes it
indeed possible for My adversary to spread himself because he meets with
no resistance, but I will never let My children on earth be deceived by a
deceptive light which they can recognise because it does not emanate real
light .... However, I have always and forever warned you about false Christ's
and false prophets, therefore pay attention to this, for thereby I Myself have
also conﬁrmed them .... ey will come and have already arrived .... and in
the last days you will still hear o en about them; yet wherever false ones
exist there also have to be true ones, and therefore you must check them.
And again I say to you: Use the abundance of light of what you are oﬀered
as divine truth as a criterion .... if you veriﬁably receive something which
conveys to you understanding, thus light, then it originates from Me and
the prophets are genuine, i.e. work on My instructions .... but if you are
oﬀered indistinct concepts, which is an illusive light which in fact appears
to be the same but on closer inspection turns out to be a work of deception,
you should reject it as My adversary's work of deception, who in the last
days will try to inﬂuence all those he fears to lose with increased vigour.
For he takes advantage of every opportuni which enables him to displace
Me from people's hearts, but he can be recognised ..... for he lacks wisdom,
and therefore everything which he ignites lacks wisdom as a deceptive light
due to the will of people who are still enslaved by him because they still
share his characteristics .... spiritual arrogance, worldly mindedness and
selﬁsh love, and who therefore wear a mask under which My adversary can
conceal himself ....
Amen
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BD 2904

received 30.09.1943

e opponent's mask ....
`By their fruits ye shall know them ....'
Only divine inﬂuences can motivate the human being to act kindly, the
forces from below will never teach a person to love or try to make him
decide to live in a God-pleasing way. `By their fruits ye shall know them
....'which powers people hand themselves over to. And this should suﬃce
you, who are doubtful. Which spirit should teach you love if not God
Himself? .... Love is divine and will therefore never be endorsed by beings
which are averted from God .... And once love is taught and practiced the
adversary's power will be broken, hence he would deprive himself of a
weapon if, for the sake of a mask, he ﬁrst tried to encourage actions of
love; he himself would put the best means into people's hands to realise
that he and his activi are averted from God .... But he tries to deceive
people, to weaken their every power of judgment, and he indeed wraps the
cloak of love around himself, he presents himself as good and noble and
then inﬂuences people to act contrary to love .... He presents himself as a
representative of good and only tries to attain advantages for himself and
his own kind which, however, are only purely earthly recognisable and are
always achieved at the expense of other people. He does not urge people
to accomplish works of love even though he approaches people under the
guise of love .... Nor does he pursue spiritual goals, and thereby you also
recognise the working from above or from below ....
As soon as the transformation of the innermost being into love is being
taught you must acknowledge the divine origin and know that only messengers from heaven convey such teaching to you. For the human being
redeems himself by means of love, by means of love he liberates himself
from the control of God's adversary. He, however, tries to tie people to him
again and impels them to commit the most heartless actions, he incites
them to openly wage battle against God, against everything that is good,
he tries to divert people's thoughts from doing good and only to strive for
material things, and his inﬂuence aims to destroy everything that testiﬁes
to God and of God. And thus he ﬁrst seeks to encourage people's selﬁsh
love, he will never preach neighbourly love to them .... for only in this way
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will he gain souls for himself. However, divine love reveals itself by teaching people unselﬁsh love, by showing them the path which leads towards
regaining the original state which consisted of the purest form of love ....
And this is why everything that teaches love must be of divine origin, it
must inevitably testi to God, because God Himself is love and He tries to
lead everything that once had fallen away from Him back to Him, which
is only possible if the human being becomes love himself, wherefore the
light beings'every eﬀort applies only to one goal, to instruct people of the
teaching of love and to help them to attain God ....
Amen

BD 7714

received 29.09.1960

False spirits ....
False prophets ....
I have chosen you as My servants because I foresaw that your inner will is
good and also strong so that you will assert yourselves where it concerns
endorsing the truth. For much is oﬀered to people as truth and yet it did
not originate from Me .... And if My servant therefore recognises this he
must not remain silent but speak up, he must confront this error with the
pure truth .... then he must show that he is My representative on earth and
that he is in My service. us he must profess My name before the world,
he must wholeheartedly support what he has received from Me Myself
because I had chosen him to work for Me as an apostle in the last days. And
whoever has been placed by Me into this oﬃce will also receive the strength
from Me to speak in My name .... And he will work like an apostle of truth
and expose My adversary, who has also chosen his instruments in order
to cause confusion within My ranks. And therefore hear what My spirit
proclaims to you: the time until the end is but short yet the day of the end
has been predetermined for eterni .... And wherever you humans will be,
you shall all be informed of this forthcoming end, because I will still send
very obvious signs to follow which can be observed everywhere and which
will also occupy people's thoughts. However, precisely these signs will
provoke the most conﬂicting opinions because then My adversary's activi
will start to emerge which confuses people's thoughts, for one person will
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no longer understand the other, everyone will pursue diﬀerent goals which
he will be unable to relinquish, and only a few will be spiritually awake and
come to the right conclusions .... And then many false prophets will appear
....
And this is what I want to caution you of, do not believe every spirit which
wants to talk to you and especially not those which deny the end, which
cannot believe that an end of this earth is reconcilable with My love .... And
then be careful and sincerely pray to receive the truth. Do not believe every
spirit which tries to express itself through people who willingly accept it,
and counter every such teaching with My pure Word which sounds from
above because you humans shall live in truth .... For only through truth
can you reach the goal. And there are many spirits amongst you which
do not speak on My instructions, but you can identi them by the fact
that they argue the end, that they object to the revelations proclaiming
a near end and that they meet the messengers with hostili . e time is
fulﬁlled, and especially during the last days many false prophets will yet
arise and try to invalidate the pure truth from Me. And they will perform
extraordinary feats to make you believe in them, but it is not My spirit
which speaks through them, it is not My strength which works in them
.... they are adverse forces which rage everywhere and, being followers of
My adversary, are also endowed with strength because they are enslaved
by him and aﬀect people of this earth in his will. And then you, who want
to serve Me, shall loyally stand by your Lord, you shall defend the truth,
you shall not let yourselves be misled, for you know that you speak in My
name, and you will also receive the strength from Me, for then I Myself will
speak through you. And thus, where My pure Gospel is proclaimed that
is where the end of this earth will also be announced and that people are
quickly approaching this end and therefore should prepare themselves for
it. And where your speeches meet with resistance that is where you will also
clearly recognise My adversary's activi , and you shall separate yourselves
from them and not preach together, for they are not My representatives but
Satan's emissaries, who is particularly active wherever the light establishes
itself .... And he will not succeed in extinguishing the light, for I Myself
emanate it down to earth and illuminate the hearts of My Own so that they
will clearly realise that they are being addressed by the Father, Who is the
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light of eterni ....
Amen

BD 8407

received 09.02.1963

Examining spiritual information ....
You will still be given a great deal of spiritual information which supposedly
came from Me and you will always have to carefully check whether this
spiritual information did, in fact, originate from Me. is will indeed be
possible for you providing you are only interested in receiving the purest
truth and appeal to Me for assistance. My spirit certainly works in all places
because it is necessary for a light to be kindled for humani in its spiritual
darkness .... Yet My adversary will also avail himself of it by disguising
himself in order to confuse people, for he is incapable of giving people a
true light, he will only ever ignite deceptive lights for you which dazzle
your eyes so much that they will subsequently hardly be able to recognise
the gentle radiance of a true light. For he is hiding himself behind eminent
names and, in so doing, causing confusion. People dare not refuse and
yet they are being misled by those who speak to them. And you would
be appalled if you knew to what extent his counteraction has started and
will be deployed by him until the end .... People have a desire for unusual
knowledge and this longing enables his activi by pretending to introduce
them to such knowledge which, however, is not of the slightest value
for the human being's soul, which only lives on earth for the purpose of
becoming fully mature. ese `teachers'will undeniably also speak words
which intend to deceive, yet anyone who carefully examines them will
have to admit that he cannot gain anything from such teachings, that he
will not be `illuminated by light', because My adversary himself does not
possess light and therefore cannot distribute it either .... And time and
again I can only ever advise you to sincerely appeal to Me for spiritual
enlightenment, then you will also become bright and clear within and you
will reject anything which did not originate from Me.
From many directions you will always be oﬀered the same, for My adversary
has no knowledge and therefore cannot impart it either. And only right
and truthful knowledge will grant light to someone who genuinely desires
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it. Consequently, accept that which truly enlightens you .... which gives you
the right information about Me and My nature and about My eternal plan
of Salvation, so that you will then also brightly and clearly recognise your
own task; that is the light which I Myself ignite for you ....However, if you
are given emp words which don't provide you with profound knowledge
as to what you used to be, what you are and what you shall become again
.... if you are invited to work for the kingdom of God without being told
what this work consists of and why it should be carried out .... then you
can rightfully reject them as phrases which merely intend to bluﬀ you. And
you should question yourselves as to whether you would gain anything if
nothing else was known to you, if you .... were you completely ignorant ....
tried to derive clariﬁcation from those communications alone. You would
truly not be able to gain any kind of beneﬁt, because they are all emp
words which only came forth from My adversary in order to confuse you
and to keep you away from the pure truth. Time and again he will also try
to cause confusion in My ranks, so that even My Own will hold diﬀerent
views and people will become tired of spiritual striving if they are not given
absolute clari . Yet you possess so much light already that you will also
recognise his work providing you scrutinise it impartially. erefore, only
ever take the path to Me and desire clariﬁcation and you will feel what you
can accept and what you should reject in your heart .... For My adversary's
power will be defeated as soon as he wants to use it on those who already
belong to Me due to their will, for I shall protect them from error because
they desire the truth ....
Amen

BD 5677

received 16.05.1953

False Christ's and prophets ....
Satan's mask ....
You must not get caught in Satan's nets of lies who wants to win you over
for himself by trying to confuse your thoughts, by apparently speaking in
My name and yet, being far away from the truth himself, only presenting
you falsehood. False Christ's and false prophets shall arise .... remember
these Words of Mine and don't believe every spirit who speaks My Word,
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for even an evil spirit makes use of My Words if thereby he can draw you
into this camp .... Many a person will allow himself to become confused in
the last days, but only because he is half-hearted himself and fails to take
refuge in Me in order to attain the truth. And My adversary knows how
best to win people over who are not yet entirely devoted to Me .... He does
not shy away from inﬂuencing them under the mask of pie ; his goal is to
distort My image, to alienate people from Me; his goal is to make it more
diﬃcult for them to recognise Me, and therefore he uses words which can
have various meanings and subsequently interprets them such that they
will be misunderstood and lead away from true belief in Me and from love
since due to his interpretation I cannot be properly recognised .... us
My adversary inﬂuences weak and not entirely ﬁrm people to interpret My
Words in this way, thereby apparently speaking in support of Me and yet
against Me, because it is not the pure truth which he is spreading. e
sincere will to work for Me and My kingdom will eliminate this danger; but
how many have not yet attained a living faith and profound love for Me and
their neighbours themselves as to be enlightened by My spirit. And they
likewise have reached a point in life when My Word shall be proclaimed,
hence they make an intellectual eﬀort to give people the interpretation,
intellect, however, is subject to the adversary's inﬂuence who wants to
confuse the latter in order to work against Me.
And again I emphasize the fact that only the human being's will to hear
truth or to pass it on is decisive as to whether he will receive truth or pass
it on. e human being ﬁrst has to be imbued by the desire for the pure
truth, then he can be certain that truth will be imparted to him, that he
will truthfully understand and interpret My Word. My adversary is eagerly
working at undermining the truth, and he will be successful where the will
for truth is not strong enough so that I Myself, as the Provider of truth, can
safeguard it, because the human being's will alone determines the spiritual
knowledge he receives. erefore, don't let yourselves be deceived by pious
words which My adversary can also use where he ﬁnds the right ground for
it. For not the Word itself is Mine but the spirit I placed into My Words ....
e Word itself, without My spirit, can certainly be changed, and therefore
it can also be used by My adversary in order to achieve his goal of separating
you from Me and the truth .... e spirit, however, is My share, and if you
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therefore search for the spirit within the Word My spirit will enlighten you,
but diﬀerently than the interpretation of the one who avails himself of My
Word without being imbued by My spirit. ese are the last days, when
My adversary causes much confusion among people .... erefore beware
and test all things, and if you do so with an appeal for My support, you will
know and only ever keep what is good ....
Amen

BD 7460

received 21.11.1959

Satan's work as an angel of light .... (Fatima)
During the last days Satan will ﬁght by any means so that souls will commit
themselves to him and go astray. And his trick is to involve them in error,
to let them believe that they are on the right path, and yet to entangle their
paths such that they do not notice that they will lead into the abyss, because
they do not really desire to take the path of ascent. People are satisﬁed
with being told that `the path is ascending ....'but they do not pay attention
to it themselves or they would certainly notice that it is descending. And
he uses many means for deception, all divert from the truth, all are but a
tangle of fraud yet so well camouﬂaged that a person has to be attentive as
not to be taken in by him. And he deems the mother of Jesus to be the best
means, which he ﬁrst puts into the forefront of people so that they, due to
their veneration and gloriﬁcation, forget their real purpose of earthly life:
to attain the bond with Jesus Christ Himself, which is the only guarantee
for the person's salvation of soul .... us people carry out an apparently
righteous act of love for the mother of Jesus, but Satan's intended result is
less love for the divine Redeemer Himself, Who more or less takes second
place.
But a lifetime on earth is too short to take detours in order to reach the goal,
and people who do not take refuge with Jesus every hour of the day take long
diversions .... e contact with Him is so extremely important that it cannot
be established o en enough, and for this reason alone every gloriﬁcation
of the mother of God means a deviation from the actual objective of
life to establish this very contact, on which a person's salvation of soul
depends. And thus it is this bond which God's adversary tries to prevent
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by all means, and he succeeds best by turning people's thoughts towards
Mary. He is able to do so through unusual apparitions initiated by himself,
but he makes himself visible in the guise of an angel of light to people
who are particularly suited to perceive psychic phenomena. rough these
apparitions he predicts forthcoming events to people, which he indeed
knows will happen, and thus he creates an impression of credibili even
though it is a strategy of disguise in order to cause even greater confusion.
He will always wrap himself in the cloak of mystery, always making claims
about concealed things, always prohibiting public disclosure, because then
his fraudulence could be revealed .... He will only ever provide veiled
information because he lacks precise knowledge, but in bright moments
even he occasionally recognises the seriousness of the times when he
himself will also be dealt with ....
But he cannot stop himself from demanding honour and fame, and does
this through the mouth of those camouﬂaged beings of light by demanding
the building of churches and altars where homage should be paid to him,
because he himself hides behind such apparitions. And the most obvious
indication of an anti-spirit rests in the fact that people are demanded to
pay homage before the world to those in whose garment darkness keeps
itself imperceptible. A heavenly being of light will only ever draw people's
attention to Jesus Christ and mention his act of Salvation, a true being of
light will not demand any formalities, no buildings of churches and altars,
but encourage people to shape themselves through love into a temple
for God, nor will it make concealed suggestions but proclaim what all
people should be told: that the end is near and that people should change
themselves .... A true being of light will not persuade people to perform
formal prayers for hours either, but motivate them to establish a living
bond with Jesus Christ, where only and forever salvation is to be found.
You humans need not take such events seriously, for they are events which
were embellished by people, they happened in a primitive manner and
were only later presented as unusual experiences .... A good basis for this
was prepared, because the mother-of-God-worship was already too deeply
ingrained in people and even minor events caused feverish activi in them
and created the foundation to believe in ever more improbable things.
But they were by no means divinely-spiritual apparitions which were to
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reinforce people's faith in worshiping the mother of God, for it is not her
will to distinguish herself from her Son Jesus Christ, instead she will only
ever call attention to Him and His act of Salvation, if ever she will make an
appearance .... For the human being's goal is the uniﬁcation with God in
Jesus Christ, which should be aspired to every hour and every day, and this
is the true and only path which should be walked on earth ....
Amen

BD 9013

received 12.07.1965

Which messages guarantee the truth ....
Even with My immense love I cannot accept you into My kingdom as long
as you still oppose Jesus Christ's act of Salvation, since thereby you close
the gate into the kingdom of light yourselves, into which Jesus Christ alone
is the gate. By rejecting Him you also reject Me Myself, since He and I
are one. Only when you understand that I .... the inﬁnite Spirit of Eterni
.... became visible to you in Him will My love be able to make you happy
again, for only then will you acknowledge Me in Him, your past sin of
apostasy from Me can then be forgiven and you will allow yourselves to
be illuminated by My strength of love again as in the beginning .... e
fact that you humans lack the understanding for precisely this great act of
compassion by Jesus Christ is also an indication of the forthcoming end,
for the adversary has done his job well .... He has succeeded in spreading
an impenetrable veil particularly across My human manifestation, for he
wants to prevent you from becoming redeemed, and therefore the time has
come to put an end to his activi .
All over the world spiritual movements become apparent which deviate
from the truth, for the adversary also asserts his inﬂuence from the beyond
over people in order to mislead them. And many people give credence to
all these messages because they originate from the spiritual realm .... But
the fact that My adversary can even there still exert his inﬂuence on beings
who spread untruth and try to transfer it to people on earth, and o en also
take the opportuni to irritate people, is again due to the fact that they do
not turn to Me Myself for truthful clariﬁcation .... And therefore I can only
ever say: Don't believe messages which do not emphasize Jesus Christ's act
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of Salvation, for they are misguided, even if they contain partial truths ....
But especially the redemption through Jesus Christ is of such importance
that you can thereby judge the credibili of the received messages, and
you should not be content with information which does not completely
convince you, precisely because the most important information .... the
information which guarantees your entrance into the kingdom of light ....
is withheld from you.
But how can you decide what is truth and what is error if you are not
instructed by the One Who knows everything and can also truthfully
explain it to you? Even the activi from the kingdom of the beyond
towards the people of this earth cannot be prevented by Me due to people's
free will, but time and again I inform them Myself of the right way to
attain the pure truth .... Yet even this working of My spirit in the human
being is only the result of the prior redemption through Jesus Christ. And
for this reason My adversary exerts great power from the beyond as well,
because he repeatedly thwarts this `redemption'and keeps people in the
dark about the true nature of Jesus, because he wants to stop them by
every means to ﬁnd redemption through Him while they are still on earth,
and therefore also inﬂuences those beings who have always resented the
thought of redemption and who thus also convey misguided teachings to
earth. e fact that I, at all times, endeavour to uncover this error through
beings of light .... that I repeatedly also transmit the pure truth to people
through them, is used by you as an opportuni to merge such truthful
explanations with wrong spiritual information. And because you lack the
abili to diﬀerentiate it is frequently possible for true messages from the
kingdom of light to be amongst wrong teachings which, in turn, make the
recipient doubt the credibili of all messages.
Yet one thing is a deﬁnite characteristic of wrong information: the fact
that My human manifestation in Jesus and My act of Salvation is not
mentioned or even disputed .... And thereby you can always measure
the truth, for a truly spiritually awakened person knows what to make of
that, for people are being deliberately mislead, and then the value of the
light beings' proclamation is reduced, since they could not prevail because
people lacked the desire for pure truth .... In that case Jesus Christ's act
of Salvation truly would have been comprehensively explained to them,
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which would also have stopped the adversary's activi .... For the fault rests
with the human being himself if he believes all messages from the spiritual
realm just because they have originated from there, but doesn't know that
the adversary is still able to exercise his power even there and only the will
to be protected from error can prevent him from it. en he will be unable
to impart wrong messages, for the desire for pure truth also guarantees its
receipt.
And this is what you have to know, then you can conﬁdently believe the
Words which are conveyed to you by My spirit, for I Am the Eternal Truth
and only pure truth can come forth from Me .... But this is characterised
by the element of Jesus Christ's act of Salvation, and only who believes
this will never be able to err again, for the Eternal Truth has made Itself
available to him, it has revealed Itself to him and guided him into truth as
It had promised to you ....
Amen

BD 8826

received 06.07.1964

Spiritual messages must profess Jesus Christ as redeemer of the world ....
Believe Me that I will not let you live in error if only you are willing to accept
the pure truth. is is of utmost importance, especially at this time, because
almost no-one thinks correctly anymore, because everything diverts from
the truth no matter what people are teaching. And even if you can only
impart My spiritual knowledge to a few .... it will shine like a light in a dark
night, and people who are addressed by Me directly or through messengers
will feel happy in its radiance. And thus few people live in this pure truth
and they will also believe you. ey will know that it could only have been
received through the working of the spirit, that a direct connection exists
from Me to you and that they can fully endorse the results. But contacts
also exist to the spiritual world which you should regard with caution ....
e human being's resolve to investigate supernatural things can easily put
people at risk of receiving information from this supernatural world which
will no longer enable them to make a distinction between truth and error.
And time and again I say to you: if you are not educated by My spirit,
which will guide you into truth, then don't believe every spirit who speaks
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to you .... I indicated to you in the Book of Books that I will reveal Myself
to you .... I told you that you all have to be educated by God, Who will
then guarantee you the purest truth! But where is it written that I will
choose diﬀerent paths in order to convey the pure truth to you? Even if I
let you take the path via spiritual beings who are meant to convince you
of the immortali of your soul, they, too, will time and again refer you to
the working of My spirit in the human being and ﬁrst try to motivate you
into establishing a heartfelt bond with Me, so that your God and Father
Himself will be able to teach you .... And He will guide you into truth
.... As to whether this will subsequently happen directly or through His
messengers of light does not aﬀect the knowledge which I impart to you
Myself. And there is always a danger if instructions from the world of the
beyond are given to you which are impossible for you to conﬁrm, for this
world is still governed by My adversary who tries to spread error to the
same extent, wherever it is possible for him .... And you cannot apply any
other guideline but the attitude demonstrated by this spirit towards Jesus
Christ. You can give credence to those who profess Him as Redeemer of the
world, in Whom I embodied Myself, in which case you are being addressed
by one of My appointed servants from the kingdom of the beyond whom I
will then send to you if you are still unaware of the `working of My spirit
within the human being'.... But he will undeniably inform you of it, so that
you can enter into contact with Me with an awakened spirit in order to be
further instructed by Me.
If such a circle has therefore come together with the sincere desire for truth,
then people will also be taught by guides from the beyond, yet ﬁrst of all
they will be presented with Jesus Christ's act of Salvation, He Himself will
be described as `God of eterni 'and then you will also recognise this spirit
as a bearer of truth and comply with its instruction to consciously establish
contact with Me. I would deﬁnitely not place an aversion against these
`spiritual guides'into the heart of those of you .... who want to be My Own
.... if they worked in accordance with My will too, if they did not spread
error. ere is such intense counter activi apparent, but it will only ever
aﬀect those who do not harbour the strong desire for truth in them, who
are content with a communication from the spiritual world but who do not
think of the One Who accomplished the salvation sacriﬁce on your behalf
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and they therefore can also be misled. If only all of you would believe
in Him, in His cruciﬁxion and My human manifestation in Him, then
your thinking would be enlightened and nothing wrong would be able to
come to you from the beyond. But, instead, people content themselves with
wrong reports which are of no value to them.
What I ask of people consists of just a few words: Love for Me and for
their neighbour .... For then they will awaken their spirit to life, then they
will sincerely unite with Me, and then I will also be able to guide them
into more profound knowledge .... into the knowledge of their origin and
apostasy from Me, into the knowledge of My plan of return. And then the
realisation they had lost due to their sin of apostasy will be revealed to them
.... ey will discover the great error which is prevalent in the world and
its correction which, however, can only be received if I Am able to express
Myself through the spirit .... Hence you should ﬁrst strive to awaken the
life of the spirit, and it will guide you into truth .... rivers of living water will
ﬂow out of your belly .... you will all be taught by God and all the promises
will fulﬁl themselves, which will remain incomprehensible to you as long
as you are spiritually still unawakened ....
Amen

BD 4726

received 28.08.1949

`My sheep know My voice ....'
Resistance ....
e way you consider My Word is the way I consider you. For it is the
Father's voice speaking to you which you have to know if you love Me, that
is, if you keep My commandments. Anyone to whom My Word is made
accessible will accept it if he loves Me, or he does not love Me if he rejects
Me, that is, he does not fulﬁl My commandments, he does not live in love
for God and his neighbour, otherwise he would recognise My Words as
the Father's voice. us it will also be understandable to you that I bless
those who accept Me in the Word yet withdraw My blessing from those
who reject Me, for they will not be able to say that they acknowledge Me
although they reject My Word .... My sheep know My voice .... and anyone
who recognises it will also vouch for it, he will speak on behalf of My Word
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and not be afraid to pass it on. For what child would not give credence to
the Words of the Father .... I came to My Own and they did not recognise
Me .... And today I come to My children again, yet they pay less attention
to My voice than ever because they do not have the right relationship of
children to their Father, because they grant the world more rights and don't
have much time for Me anymore. And yet they call themselves religious.
However, I don't acknowledge their faith because I don't notice any love
in their hearts otherwise they would desire Me or My Word or attentively
listen to the gentle sound of My voice wherever it can be perceived .... But
I don't acknowledge anyone as My true child who suppresses My voice
for the sake of the world, for although the Fatherly love embraces all His
children it also wants to be reciprocated by them. Love Me and keep My
commandments, then you will also feel that My Word is Fatherly, then no
resistance will arise in you and you will joyfully profess Him to your fellow
human beings and ensure the spreading of the Word .... However, if you
lack love it will not aﬀect you and you will reject it as a nuisance, which is
evident within your heart and also in your conduct, and then you will also
reject My love which comes to meet you in the Word and through the Word
gives you the evidence that the Father speaks to His children and wants
to be listened to by them .... Seriously examine yourselves as to whether
you are children of the world or children of your Heavenly Father, and
remember My Words: My sheep know My voice .... and don't be faithless,
but believing ....
Amen
Who was Bertha Dudde?
Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter
of a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to
receive pronouncements from God through the `Inner Word'on 15. June
1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts a er devout
prayer. Understandably this o en gave way to doubt and inner conﬂicts
until I was convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these
exquisitely gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other
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words, the love of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them
and introduced me to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my
elementary school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a
dictation in a state of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am
told in shorthand, in order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy.
e procedure does not take place in a state of compulsion, for example in
a state of trance or ecstasy, but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind.
However, I have to want it to happen and then I can receive these dictations
voluntarily; they are neither bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gi s of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God
Himself to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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